
60 Minutes Give or Take
from the teachings of the Rebbe
on the Torah portion

This week’s Torah portion is Vayigash. The Haftora for this week 
is a prophecy of the prophet Ezekiel, about the uniting of the two 
kingdoms, Judah and Israel, in the time of Moshiach.

The Haftora begins with G-d telling Ezekiel, “Take one stick of 
wood and write on it Judah..., and take one stick of wood and write 
on it Efraim... Bring them close to each other, like one stick, and they 
will become one in your hand.”

The Haftora continues by describing how G-d will gather all the 
Jewish people, from wherever they are. He will unite them into one 
nation, “No longer will they be divided into two kingdoms.”

This division is first seen in our Torah portion with the 
confrontation between Joseph and Judah. Joseph and Judah are 
symbolic of two ways in Jewish life, intellect and action, or in other 
terms, Torah and mitzvot (commandments). There is a Talmudic 
debate, what is greater, study or action? They conclude, that study 
is greater, because it brings to action.

The Haftora continues with G-d saying that when we become 
one nation, “My servant David will be king over them.” Then later 
G-d says, “David My servant will be a Ruler to them forever.” This 
is saying that ultimately David will be the one king over the entire 
Jewish people. As well, it means that when Moshiach comes, action 
will be greater than study. How does this work?

From the statement that “Study is greater, because it brings to 
action,” we understand that the point is the action, only that the 
way to the action is through study. Therefore, today, study is most 
important. However, when Moshiach comes, the revelation will be 
so great, that it itself will bring us to action, even without the study. 
The importance of action was well understood by our ancestors, 
when receiving the Torah at Mount Sinai. They said, “We will do and 
we will listen.” first they said “do,” meaning action, and only after, 
they said “listen,” which is study.

Ezekiel’s prophecy differs from all other prophecies, in a few 
ways. First by other prophecies, the job of the prophet was to tell 
the prophecy to the people right away. However here, he had to get 
sticks, write on them, and only after he was asked about what he 
was doing, was he to tell them G-d’s message.

Why the whole display with the sticks? All positive prophecies 
come true, although, sometimes we don’t get to witness them, 
because they only actualize in the spiritual realms. This happens 
when we become unworthy due to our sins, the prophecy gets 
stuck, unable to descend into the physical world.

By G-d commanding the action of bringing the two physical 
sticks together, He was ensuring that nothing would block the 
prophecy, as it had already entered the physical realm.

The Haftora concludes, “I will make an everlasting covenant of 
peace for them..., and I will put My Sanctuary in their midst forever....
The nations will know that I Am G-d Who sanctifies Israel, when My 
Sanctuary will be in their midst forever.” May it happen soon.
Adapted by Rabbi Yitzi Hurwitz from the teachings of the Rebbe, yitzihurwitz.blogspot.com. Rabbi 
Hurwitz, who is battling ALS, and his wife Dina, are emissaries of the Rebbe in Temecula, Ca.

Mention “60 minutes” to some 
folks, and they’ll be sure you’re 
referring to the American 
television news magazine that’s 
been broadcast since 1968.

But, what would you do if you 
were told that if you gave 60 
minutes, or an hour to be specific, 
you would be given the world 
or something even much more 
valuable?

Judaism teaches: “One hour of 
turning to G-d and good deeds in 
this world is better than all the life 
of the World to Come; and one 
hour of bliss in the World to Come 
is better than all the life of this 
world.”

In simple words, getting in touch 
with who you really are, what your 
essence really is, and connecting 
that essence to G-d, together 
with being good and kind and 
considerate and compassionate and 
respectful to others for one hour, is 
better than the Garden of Eden.

And just how good is the Garden 
of Eden? Well, one hour of bliss in 
the Garden of Eden is better than 
all of the pleasure and delight – 
both physical and spiritual – that 
one can experience in this physical 
world!

So, let’s do some Jewish math. 
If one hour of turning to G-d 
and good deeds is greater than 
an infinite amount (as our souls 
are eternal and infinite) of the 
Garden of Eden and one hour of 
the Garden of Eden is greater than 
a finite amount (as our bodies are 
limited and finite) of this world 

then in one hour of turning to G-d 
and good deeds we can acquire 
that which is greater than all of 
this world and all of the Garden of 
Eden.

What a deal! How could anyone 
possibly pass that one up?

But let’s say you can pass it up 
and you don’t want to spend 
sixty whole minutes in the above 
pursuits. What can you do?

You don’t have to give one hour, 
nor even twenty-two minutes. 
You can start by giving just one 
moment!

Judaism also teaches that teshuva – 
turning to G-d and connecting our 
essence with its G-dly source – is 
an instantaneous process. For at 
every moment, a person can turn 
to G-d and he is deemed totally 
righteous.

At the moment that a person 
makes the decision to change, 
he has actually begun changing. 
It’s like when we realize we’re 
driving in the wrong direction on 
a highway; even before finding an 
exit or a place to make a U-turn, 
we’ve already begun the process 
of getting back on the right track 
simply by recognizing that we’ve 
gone the wrong way.

Of course, if we realize we’ve 
gone wrong but continue on we 
won’t reach our destination. But 
the realization in itself is still part 
of the process.

So give an hour or 60 minutes or 
even just a minute. It will make a 
world of difference in your life.
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Hakhel – Unite!
New Torah Scroll in Germany
Eighty-four years after its main synagogue was torched by the Nazis, its 
Torahs destroyed and its Jews murdered, Karlsruhe, Germany, marked 
the completion of a new Torah scroll. City officials, local residents – 
both Jews and non-Jews – publicy celebrated with the new Torah, led 
by Chabad emissary Rabbi Mordechai Mendelsohn. The city that was 
once devastated of its Jews and Jewish community now has a Jewish 
community center, summer camp and a host of Jewish educational 
and social programming for its Jewish population of 2,000.

Overcoming Terror – comics
In this fourth and final volume of this series, we read of 
Reb Leizer Nannes’ experiences of the harsh labor under 
the communists regime as his 20 year imprisonment 
draws to an end. But though his troubles and hardships 
don’t go away,  no matter what happens, his faith in G-d 
doesn’t waver. Published by Orot

Certainly the rabbi would understand. This was a 
historic blizzard after all.

I pressed on. When I rounded the corner to the 
Chabad House, some of the rabbi’s children were 
huddled by the doorway to welcome me. As one of 
the few moving objects on the streets that wasn’t a 
plow, I’d been easily spotted.

I was among three congregants who made it 
to synagogue that day. But it felt like a full house, 
thanks to the presence of the rabbi and his family.

Of the many surprises that snowy Saturday, 
there was this: Shabbat feels special even when 
you don’t have a minyan (the quorum of 10 needed 
for communal prayer). It took an epic blizzard to 
help me appreciate the meaningfulness of private, 
individual prayer.

I was still connecting with G-d and basking in 
the glow of Judaism. And when it came time for a 
little Torah intrigue, there was another upside. With 
so few congregants, we turned the sermon into a 
participatory study session.

During the kiddush reception, there was another 
Shabbat first for our little synagogue. We positioned 
the tables so we could peer out the windows to see 
the snow as it quietly blanketed the area.

“How much more precipitation can the region 
handle?” we nervously quizzed each other. And 
would I be able to safely reach home now that the 
snow was even higher?

When I was ready to leave, the rabbi and some 
of his children joined me outside to send me on 
my way. It was the first and only time I’ve seen the 
always nattily dressed rabbi in a balaclava.

The blizzard had intensified. I was quickly 
enveloped by intense whiteout conditions, and was 
forced to walk in the roads because no sidewalks had 
been cleared.

My goggles immediately frosted over, and 
my glasses fogged up. Visibility was down to a 
minimum, and I could see less than two feet in front 
of me. Yet I’ve never seen more clearly in my life.

I was exactly where G-d wanted me to be. Walking 
home after spending another inspiring Shabbat at my 
little neighborhood synagogue.

For me, the storm had brought me full circle. It 
strengthened my bond with synagogue, faith and 
Torah study. 

This was truly one for the record books. For many, 
the blizzard of 2016 will be recorded in snow totals. 
For this grateful Chabadnik, it will be measured in a 
much deeper way: mitzvas and blessings.
David Hatch is a journalist in Washington, DC.

Each individual was charged to “gather 
together in the Holy Temple to listen to the 
king” in the Hakhel year. We all have different 
talents, strengths and capabilities based on 
our physical and spiritual makeup. We are 
challenged to channel all our abilities, all parts 
of our souls’ capacities towards one goal: To 
listen to our “King” and serve Him with every 
part of our being. We each become a living 
Holy Temple, a place where G-d’s presence is 
perceived. (Esther Vilenkin, chabad.org)

delicious kiddush, and maybe some schnapps, keeps 
the embers of Judaism burning.

And why should a few snowflakes prevent me 
from fulfilling my religious obligation? Fellow Jews 
have endured much harsher conditions, even risking 
(and losing) their lives to pray.

My move to the area a few years earlier was 
motivated in part by a desire to be within walking 
distance to the Chabad center. 

But I was still over 1.5 miles away, and I had 
cautioned the rabbi that I could get there by foot 
every week only “weather permitting.”

The blizzard presented a perplexing conundrum. 
Driving was not an option (and prohibited on 
Shabbat anyway), but to some extent, neither was 
walking.

With the snow continuing to fall heavily that 
morning, I vowed that I would brave the elements 
as an act of faith. Jews have weathered every storm 
imaginable over the millennia, so why not this one?

But I also saw the walk as something very 
personal. Traipsing through wind-driven snow, 
blowing not just horizontally but even upwards in 
seeming defiance of gravity, was my way of saying 
“thank you.”

Thank you Rabbi Mordechai Newman, Yehudis 
and your adorable children for spreading Judaism 
in our community. Thank you for going that 
extra step – that extra mile – often with little or no 
acknowledgement. Thank you for being there to 
inspire us, rain or shine.

This time, I wanted to make the sort of Herculean 
effort they made every day. Plus, I’m a native New 
Englander and an avid walker. I could handle this. 
What could possibly go wrong?

I’d wear my thickest hat, warmest gloves and 
highest boots. My longest scarf would be wrapped 
around my face, topped with extra-large goggles to 
protect my glasses.

I was quickly disabused of any notion that this 
would be a proverbial walk in the park. The snow 
was so high that it was forcing me to raise my heavy 
boots up more than a foot or so with each step. I was 
already short of breath. Maybe I should turn around?

A few blocks away, I came across an ominous 
sign. A huge, imposing pick-up truck (this is 
Virginia, after all), the kind you see in commercials 
tearing across rocky terrain, was stuck. The driver 
hadn’t made it out of the parking lot before the storm 
halted his mammoth vehicle in its tracks.

If that guy fell victim to the storm, what did 
that say for my prospects? Should I cut and run? 

When I peeked out the window on the morning of 
Saturday, January 23, 2016, I realized that all of the 
dire weather predictions had come true. More than a 
foot of snow had fallen overnight, on top of the six 
inches or so that had accumulated the day before.

The Washington, D.C., region was in the midst 
of a full-on blizzard – a storm so ferocious that the 
federal government would shut down for two days 
and the area’s public transit network would be 
paralyzed. A storm so fierce that it was given the 
nickname “Snowzilla.” Sadly, there would be dozens 
of fatalities.

Weather casters were warning that these were 
dangerous conditions. Stay off the roads, they said. 
Don’t venture outside.

Yet I had only one thought on my mind that cold, 
blustery, snow-packed Shabbat morning: I need to 
get to synagogue.

My little synagogue, as I like to call the Chabad 
Lubavitch of Alexandria-Arlington, is always the eye 
of the storm. It’s a place of tranquility, reflection and 
Torah learning in a frenzied, 24/7, hyper-connected 
digital universe.

Over the years, I’ve developed a heartfelt 
appreciation for the gift of spending Shabbat in the 
warmth of this heimishe (homey) environment.

For a busy Washington professional, setting aside 
one day for prayer, joyful singing, comradery, a 

My Snowy Walk to Shul
by David Hatch

David Hatch with Rabbi Mordechai Newman



Jerusalem), my suggestion – in addition to 
the regular “observances” on fast days, as 
set forth at length and in detail in Poskim 
[Jewish legal adjudicators] and in books of 
Mussar and Chasidism – is as follows:

During this day - expressly for the sake 
(zechus) of the security and strengthening 
of the Holy Land, materially and spiritually, 
and for the material and spiritual benefit 
of all Jews wherever they are – in the Holy 
Land as well as in the Diaspora – and partic-
ularly for the benefit of our brethren behind 
the “Iron Curtain” – a special effort should 
be made in the spirit of “Old Israel” – in the 
areas of Torah study, prayer and charity.

Especially after praying (both in the morn-
ing and at Mincha – the afternoon service) 
one should learn (and where there already 
are daily study groups, to add) a subject 
in Torah, including halacha pesuka (final 
ruling).

There are people who claim that it is neces-
sary to think and act “big,” in terms of 
global dimensions and stupendous under-
takings, etc.

Immediately following the prayers, even 
before learning, one should say several 
chapters of Psalms (in addition to the regu-
lar portion).

Before and after praying – one should give 
charity (in addition to the regular dona-
tion), including charity for a sacred cause 
or institution in the Holy Land, the “Land of 
Living.”

Needless to say, one who repeats the above 
again and again in the course of the day is 
to be praised.

And the more one does it (in quantity and 
quality), the more praiseworthy it is.

And, as in all matters of holiness, it is desir-
able that all the above be done with at least 
a minyan (quorum).

May G-d accept, and He will accept, the 
prayers and supplications of Jews wherever 
they are.

And soon, in our very own days, may the 
promise be fulfilled that “These days will be 
transformed into days of rejoicing and glad-
ness,” with the true and complete Redemp-
tion through our righteous Moshiach.

“And Joseph gathered up all the money that 
was found in the land of Egypt” (Gen. 47:14)

When Joseph was sold into slavery, the exile 

We are currently in the month of Tevet. The 
word “Tevet” is related to the Hebrew word 
“tov,” which means “good.” However, in this 
month, we commemorate many sad events, 
including the Tenth of Tevet.
The tenth of Tevet is the day on which the evil 
king Nebuchadnezar laid siege upon Jerusalem, 
which eventually led to the destruction of the 
first Holy Temple, and the Babylonian Exile. 
The tenth of Tevet is considered an especially 
solemn day, because it is the first in a series of 
events which led to the present exile. Therefore 
it is a day to reflect upon all of those events and 
the actions that led to them, and to reflect upon 
which of our own actions need improving in 
order to hasten the end of exile and prepare for 
the imminent Redemption.
And yet, as stated previously, Tevet is connected 
to good. We see from this that we have the 
power to transform bad into good, sorrow 
into joy, darkness into light, and exile into 
redemption. Since Tevet marks the beginning of 
the calamitous events which befell our people, 
our Sages named this month “Tevet” to inspire 
the positive, good energy that is within every 
one of us.
Tevet has the added significance of being 
connected to the number ten, as Tevet is the 
tenth month of the year counting from Nissan. 
Additionally, we commemorate the siege of 
Jerusalem on the tenth day of the tenth month.
Ten is a number of great power. Yom Kippur 
is on the tenth day of Tishrei. G-d gave us ten 
commandments. The Torah mentions nine times 
that the Jews sang to G-d and the tenth song 
will be song with the coming of Moshiach.
We must harness this additional power to fulfill 
the service of Tevet, which is to transform the 
darkness into light.

The name of our publication has special meaning. 
It stands for the name of Rebbetzin Chaya Mushka Schneerson 
(obm), wife of the Rebbe.
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was effectively shortened from 400 years to 
210 years; the last 86 years were the harsh-
est and most severe. Joseph, who was on 
a higher spiritual plane than his brothers, 
went down to Egypt before them to pave 
the way. By elevating the sparks of holiness, 
the exile was shortened for the entire Jewish 
people. (Ohr Hatorah)

from correspondence 
of the Lubavitcher Rebbe

Free Translation

5 Teves, 5736 [1976]

In reply to your inquiry and request for in-
structions in connection with the forthcom-
ing fast of Asara b’Teves (10th of Teves), in 
view of the situation in and around Israel –

You will surely be instructed by the rabbi of 
your congregation, however, since you have 
also approached me in this matter, I will set 
forth, at least, several suggestions – after 
the following introductory remarks:

Regrettably, there are people who claim 
that it is necessary to think and act “big,” in 
terms of global dimensions and stupendous 
undertakings, etc. Surely they mean well; 
and to the extent that such resolutions are 
practical and are actually carried out - they 
are very helpful in improving the situation.

Yet, we must never overlook – indeed, 
rather greatly emphasize – the so-called 
“small and unsophisticated” things which 
each modest congregation, moreover each 
individual, can and must do – beginning 
with the old, yet ever-new, Jewish way, col-
lectively as one people and also as individu-
als. This is the action of “the voice is the 
voice of Jacob” – Torah and prayer – which 
G-d Himself has shown us to be the first 
effective action to nullify the power of “the 
hands of Esau” – in whatever shape or form 
they are raised against us.

Certainly this should find the fullest expres-
sion in a day which the Shulchan Aruch [Code 
of Jewish Law] declares to be a day of fast-
ing, one to which the prophet Isaiah refers 
as a “chosen fast...a fast and time favored 
by G-d.”

Now, in answer to your inquiry, and since 
the fast of Asara b’Teves is specially con-
nected with the Holy Land and the Holy 
City of Jerusalem (recalling the siege of 
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Reb Leib Sarah’s, one of the greatest of the Baal Shem Tov’s disciples, had long 
desired to live in the Holy Land. After years of struggle, of wandering, of perfecting 
himself to the utmost of his ability, his deepest desire was to settle in the Holy Land, 
there to be able to attain spiritual achievements unreachable elsewhere.
Although he was himself a person of renown, he was also a chasid, and so, he went 
to his rebbe, the Baal Shem Tov, to ask his permission and blessing for the trip. 
“Rebbe,” he asked, “I request your permission to settle in the Holy Land, which is 
my heart’s desire.” But, to his surprise, the Besht’s reply was negative. The next year 
Leib Sarah’s again went to his rebbe with the same petition. But, again, the Besht 
denied his request, without even an explanation. This scenario repeated itself year 
after year for several years, and Leib Sarah’s was deeply disappointed.
One year he decided that he wouldn’t go to his rebbe at all; he just wouldn’t ask. The 
desire to travel and settle in the Holy Land had become so strong within him, that he 
could no longer deny it. So, Leib Sarah’s sat down with his wife and then with his 
children and discussed the question of moving to the Holy Land, there to perfect his 
soul in the service of his Maker. His wife and children were all agreeable, and so it 
was decided to go. Wasting no time, he sold all of his worldly goods save the barest 
necessities, and gathering all of his money, he bought tickets for himself, his wife 
and children for the long journey to the Land of Israel.
When everything was in order, Reb Leib Sarah’s packed up his belongings and set 
off with his family through Russia toward Turkey, whence he would travel to Israel. 
It was a slow and arduous journey overland with many stops in the small towns and 
villages through which they had to travel. One day they came to a small town and 
noticed some sort of excitement in the town. Leib Sarah’s inquired of the villagers, 
and was shocked when he heard their reply. For none other than the famous Baal 
Shem Tov was unexpectedly visiting the town, and the people were overwhelmed by 
the great honor of receiving such a personage.
Leib Sarah’s was even more overwhelmed by his own dilemma. He thought of the 
possibility of not going to greet his rebbe, thereby avoiding any embarrassment 
because of his disobedience, but how could he not acknowledge the presence of his 
great rebbe and teacher? He sat in his wagon deliberating, when suddenly he had 
no choice, for the Baal Shem Tov’s carriage pulled up next to his own. Reb Leib 
Sarah’s dismounted and approached the rebbe. The Besht appeared to be surprised 
and asked, “What are you doing here?”
“Rebbe, please forgive me for not heeding your words, but I am now on my way to 
settle in the Holy Land.”
The Besht replied, “Well, if your wish to go is so strong, then go. But now, where are 
you going to spend the Shabbat?”
“I am just now searching for a place, but it’s difficult since I spent all of my money 
on the tickets for the journey,” replied Reb Leib. The Baal Shem Tov offered to host 
Reb Leib and his family for the whole Shabbat. When they were in their rooms 
preparing for the arrival of the holy day, the Besht knocked on Reb Leib’s door, 
asking if he had immersed in the mikva yet. “No,” he replied, “I have no money 
remaining, so I will forego the mikva this week.” To this, the Baal Shem Tov replied 
that he would pay the entrance fee for him, and they should go together to the mikva. 
Reb Leib Sarah’s joy was unbounded, for he understood the profound meaning of the 
immersion and was relieved not to miss his usual ritual.
Upon arriving at the mikva the Besht said, “Reb Leib, you go first.” But, he refused, 
saying, “Please, Rebbe, you go; you are my teacher, after all.” The Besht was adamant, 
and Reb Leib immersed first. After the proscribed immersions were completed, he 
rose from the water, turned to his rebbe and said, “I have changed my mind. I will not 

And Benjamin wept upon his neck (Gen. 45:14)
“For the Tabernacle at Shiloh (in Joseph’s portion of 
the land) that would one day be destroyed,” comments 
Rashi. Why did Benjamin weep over the destruction of the 
Tabernacle, located in his brother’s portion of Israel, and 
not over the destruction of the two Holy Temples, located 
in his own territory? Because the sorrow of others should 
be even more keenly felt than one’s own suffering. (Rabbi 
Yechezkel of Kozimir)

And he saw all the wagons which Joseph had sent to carry 
him (45:27)
Rashi comments that with these wagons Joseph alluded 
to the very last subject in Torah he had learned with his 
father Jacob before being sold into slavery, that of the 
egla arufa (beheaded heifer). When Jacob saw the wagons 
(agalot--the same root word as egla), he realized that his 
son was sending the message that he had not forgotten 
all that he had learned with his father so many years ago. 
We see from this that seemingly insignificant actions of the 
righteous are fraught with meaning and serve as lessons 
and examples for those who take heed. (Maayana Shel Torah)

Here is seed for you; and you shall sow the land (47:23)
The righteous Joseph, the spiritual leader of every 
generation, gives each of us the encouragement and 
strength we need to worship G-d. But we must not rely 
solely on that which we receive from the tzadik; we must 
also sow the seeds we are given. (The Rebbe)

4:20 Candle Lighting Time
NY Metro Area
6 Tevet/Dec 30
Torah Portion Vayigash
Shabbat ends 5:24 PM

In loving memory of 
Rabbi Chaim Meir Lieberman ע״ה
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go to the Holy Land. I will return to Medzibozh, to you. Let 
me tell you what I saw in the mikva during my immersions. 
As I entered the water I saw a continent. As I looked closely 
I saw Eretz Israel, and as I looked even more closely I saw 
Jerusalem. As I narrowed my focus still more, I could see all 
the parts of the Temple Mount, even the Holy Temple itself. 
Then I looked inside and saw the Holy of Holies, but though 
I strained my eyes as hard as I could, I couldn’t see the Holy 
Ark, the Tablets of the Law, or the Divine Presence. In my 
anguish I cried out, “Where are the Tablets? Where is the 
Divine Presence? But a Heavenly Voice answered me, saying, 
‘They are found in Medzibozh.’ Therefore, I am following 
you back to Medzibozh to fulfill my Divine Service. I now 
see that during the exile, the Divine Presence dwells with the 
leader of the generation.”


